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A New Class of Miniature Embedded Inverted-F
Antennas (IFAs) for 2.4 GHz WLAN Application
Mohammed Ziaul Azad, Student Member, IEEE, and Mohammod Ali, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new class of miniature printed embedded inverted-F antennas are proposed for operation in the 2.4–2.485
GHz wireless local-area network band. One of the proposed
antennas on FR4 substrate (dielectric constant = 4.4) measures 9.2
mm by 4.1 mm and has a bandwidth of 3.5%. The peak gain of this
antenna is 1.4 dBi. An overall size reduction of 70% is achieved
compared to a conventional inverted-F antenna. Effects of dielectric loss tangent and material conductivity on the bandwidth
and efficiency of these antennas are also investigated. Finally,
two embedded antenna elements are analyzed to demonstrate the
feasibility for a decoupled antenna pair consisting of switched and
combining diversity schemes.
Index Terms—Antenna, diversity, Hilbert, wireless.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid proliferation of wireless communications has
created a strong demand for small internal antennas
for mobile phones operating in 900/1900 MHz band applications [1]–[11]. Many wireless devices, such as laptops,
mobile phones, and personal digital assistants (PDAs), also
have Bluetooth or IEEE wireless local-area network (WLAN)
functionalities integrated within them. Antenna choices for
such applications include surface-mount planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) [12], packaged inverted-F antennas (IFAs) [13],
packaged microstrip patches [14], and the embedded (printed
directly on the printed circuit board) IFAs [15], [16]. Other
examples of board-mounted IFA for 2.4 and 5 GHz WLAN
applications can be found in [17]–[20].
Due to the limited space availability on the printed circuit
board (PCB) of a wireless device, antenna miniaturization is
crucial. Furthermore, the presence of internal mobile phone and
GPS antennas on or near the same circuit board limits the space
availability and creates potential problem of undesired coupling
between antennas. In [17], a meander-line antenna was proposed to conserve space. Fractal and Hilbert-shaped antennas
were proposed to achieve antenna size reduction [21]–[24]. Recently, we introduced a miniaturized (50% smaller than a conventional PIFA) modified Hilbert PIFA for 900/1900 MHz band
mobile phone application [10].
In this paper, we investigate the properties of a new class of
miniature embedded IFAs: the Hilbert IFAs. We explore these
antennas with a concentration on the 2.4 GHz IEEE WLAN
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frequency band. This paper is organized as follows. First, two
miniature Hilbert IFAs are designed for application in the
2.4–2.485 GHz band within 2.5:1 voltage standing-wave ratio
(VSWR). An antenna is fabricated on FR4 and tested to validate performance. Second, a simple intuitive analytical design
approach is presented based on the equivalent inductance concept. Using this approach, the operating frequencies of Hilbert
IFAs on various substrates can be easily predicted within 5%
of the frequency predicted using full-wave simulators. Third,
the effects of conductor and dielectric loss on the bandwidth
and efficiency of embedded antennas are investigated. Fourth,
an example of a surface mountable Hilbert PIFA is presented
that can be used in lieu of the proposed embedded IFA where
removal of the PCB ground plane should be avoided. Finally,
the prospects of using the embedded antennas as a decoupled
antenna pair and in two types of diversity schemes are investigated, which indicate promising potentials.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
The geometry of the proposed Hilbert IFA is shown in Fig. 1.
The antenna trace is printed on top of a dielectric substrate.
The ground plane underneath the antenna trace is removed. Everywhere else the ground plane is present. For visualization
only, the substrate beneath the antenna is shown as removed in
Fig. 1(a). The Hilbert geometry allows a longer electrical length,
which helps achieve miniaturization.
Fig. 1(b) and (c) depict two fourth iteration order Hilbert
curves with slightly different trace widths. The HFSS model
mm,
consists of the antenna on an FR4 PCB measuring
mm,
mm. The antenna is fed using a vertical
metal strip, which is excited using a 50 lumped gap source.
The shorting pin is connected to the ground plane. In practical
application the antenna can be fed through a strip line from a
different layer with the help of a vertical via. As a starting design using HFSS, the trace length at the end of each antenna was
adjusted to achieve operation at around 2.45 GHz.
III. RESULTS
First, a fourth iteration order Hilbert IFA with trace width
mm was designed for operation at 2.45 GHz. Parameters of this antenna are listed in Table I. The distance between
the nearest ground conductor and the antenna was fixed at
mm. This antenna (antenna A) required an area of 38
mm , 70% smaller than a conventional straight conductor IFA
[15]. Computed VSWR and input impedance data for this antenna are shown in Fig. 2. The parameter (separation between
the feed and the shorting pin) was varied by moving the location
of the feed point. Increasing as 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, and 2.25 mm
increases the operating frequency as 2.41, 2.43, 2.46, 2.48 GHz,
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Fig. 2. Computed (a) VSWR and (b) impedance for antenna A with feed to
shorting pin spacing, with s as the parameter.

Fig. 1. Proposed miniaturized Hilbert IFAs. (a) Antenna placement and orientation, (b) antenna A, and (c) antenna B.

TABLE I
ANTENNA PARAMETERS (mm)

respectively, as the antenna effective length decreases. The increase in frequency can be attributed to the decrease in antenna
electrical length.
The important role that the parameter plays can be understood from the impedance plots of Fig. 2(b). By adjusting this
parameter , one may control the value of the shunt inductance
given by the shorting pin in order to obtain optimum impedance
matching. It is evident from Fig. 2(b) that increasing increases
the additional shunt inductance, which in turn moves the resulting antenna input impedance to the lower half of the Smith

Fig. 3. Computed and measured VSWR for antenna A.

chart. Thus increasing results in poor VSWR performance
for this case. The simulated antenna (antenna A) was fabricated
(1 oz copper) and measured on a 1.5-mm-thick FR4 substrate.
These results are shown in Fig. 3. The agreement between the
computed and measured data is good. The slight difference in
the operating frequency and bandwidth between the simulated
and measured prototypes may have resulted from the variation
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where and are in centimeters. Similarly, the total inductance
of the parallel lines is given by [27]

(3)
where is the self-inductance of each parallel strip as defined
in (2) and
is the mutual inductance between them such as
Fig. 4. (a) The Hilbert curve with its design parameters, (b) a flat strip conductor, and (c) parallel flat strip conductors.

in the dielectric constant of the FR4 material and the resolution
of our chemical etching process. A photograph of the fabricated
antenna shown as an inset in Fig. 3 clearly shows its miniature size (less than the size of one-quarter of a dime). The measured bandwidth of the antenna within 2.5:1 VSWR is 85 MHz
(3.5%), which clearly satisfies the Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11 b
WLAN application.
To examine the effect of trace width on the operating frequency and bandwidth of the Hilbert IFA, an antenna with trace
width of 0.18 mm (antenna B) (which leads to a smaller antenna
size compared to antenna A) was designed for operation at 2.45
GHz. The geometry of this antenna is shown in Fig. 1(c). This
fourth iteration order Hilbert IFA requires a surface area of 27
mm and has a bandwidth of 3.3%. The bandwidth of antenna B
is slightly narrower than antenna A (3.3% compared to 3.5%).
IV. SIMPLE DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR A HILBERT IFA
For the Hilbert antenna shown in Fig. 4, the strip width
and the spacing between the strips can be used to determine
the external dimension of the antenna [see Fig. 4(a)], which
can be expressed as [25]

(1)
where is the iteration order of the Hilbert curve. For instance,
for antenna B
mm [see
Table I].
Referring to Fig. 4, a Hilbert antenna can be decomposed into
parallel and nonparallel transmission lines. Consider
. In that case the antenna consists of two types of parallel transmission lines, one with length 2 and the other with length 3 .
The antenna also contains other lines that do not fall under the
parallel line definition. The design of a Hilbert IFA can proceed
based on the inductance equivalence concept introduced in [26].
This requires computing the inductance of the Hilbert antenna
using simple formulas. For instance, consider the transmission
line embodiments illustrated in Fig. 4(b) and (c).
The self-inductance of a flat wire or strip of width and length
(conductor is infinitesimally thin) can be calculated as [27]

(2)

(4)
is very small compared to other parameters in (4)
where
. Here , ,
and can be found in [28] for different values of
(conductor thickness) and are in centimeters. In our case, we
used
As mentioned, the design of a Hilbert IFA can proceed
based on the inductance equivalence concept. First, consider
a straight conductor IFA as described in [15]. We have found
from a number of HFSS simulations that the resonant length
of a straight conductor IFA that consists of the length
of the antenna trace and the feed pin is approximately 0.22 ,
where
and
. Here
m/s, is the operating frequency in hertz, and
is the dielectric constant of the substrate. A simple design
procedure can be summarized as follows.
• Calculate the inductance of the Hilbert IFA using (2)–(4).
calculated above in
• Substitute the total inductance
(5) below to determine the resonant frequency of the antenna. Note that the inductance given by the right-hand side
of (5) is equivalent to the inductance of a straight conductor
and width
.
IFA with given length

(5)
and are in centimeters. For instance, the inductance
where
obtained for a specific Hilbert IFA once substituted in (5) will
from which the operating frequency of the antenna can
give
be calculated since
and the other parameters are
defined above.
To test the validity of the design principles described above,
several Hilbert IFAs were analyzed. This study falls into two
cases.
Case 1) The substrate dielectric constant (FR4) was fixed
while the Hilbert geometry was varied.
Case 2) The Hilbert geometry was fixed while the substrate
dielectric constant was varied.
First, for each case, the operating frequency of the antenna was
calculated using the principle outlined above and then compared
with the frequency computed from HFSS simulation. The results of Case 1) are listed in Table II and those of Case 2) are
given in Table III. From Tables II and III, we can clearly see that
the maximum error in operating frequency using the proposed
technique is less than or equal to 5%.
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TABLE II
PREDICTED VERSUS SIMULATED OPERATING FREQUENCIES OF DIFFERENT RESONANT HILBERT IFAs ON FR4 SUBSTRATE; N —NUMBER OF PARALLEL LINES
WITH LENGTH l = 2b, N —NUMBER OF PARALLEL LINES WITH LENGTH l = 3b, N —NUMBER OF NONPARALLEL LINES WITH LENGTH l = b, AND N = 8
(NUMBER OF NONPARALLEL LINES WITH LENGTH l = 3b). SUBSTRATE thickness = 1:5 mm

TABLE III
PREDICTED VERSUS SIMULATED OPERATING FREQUENCIES OF A HILBERT
IFA (ANTENNA A) ON SEVERAL SUBSTRATES; total Hilbert inductance
H. SUBSTRATE thickness = 1:5 mm
= 1:8186 10

2

Fig. 6. Current distribution of antenna A at 2.45 GHz.

role the ground plane plays in the radiation mechanism of the
antenna.
VI. EFFECTS OF CONDUCTOR AND DIELECTRIC LOSS

Fig. 5. Computed radiation patterns of antenna A at 2.45 GHz. (a) ' = 0 (xz
plane), (b) ' = 90 (yz plane), and (c)  = 90 (xy plane).

V. RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS
Computed normalized radiation patterns for antenna A are
shown in Fig. 5. Patterns were computed at 2.45 GHz. It is clear
component is fairly uniform. The
from Fig. 5(a) that the
component has a figure-eight pattern. From the -plane pattern shown in Fig. 5(b), it is apparent that the
component
component in a multipath propagation enwill reinforce the
vironment. The -plane patterns are shown in Fig. 5(c) from
component varies between 10
which it can be seen that the
to 0 dB throughout the entire angular region except two pockets
to
and
to 137 . The curbetween
rent distribution on antenna A is shown in Fig. 6. The current
is uniformly distributed over the entire conductor length probably due to the orientation of the Hilbert antenna with respect
to the ground plane. Fairly strong currents are concentrated on
the nearby ground conductor as well as on the antenna conductors that are near the ground plane. This illustrates the dominant

The characteristics of antenna A were investigated in more
detail in this section. First, antenna efficiency was computed by
as 0, 0.012, and 0.02,
varying the dielectric loss tangent
was considered as a
respectively. The ideal case of
was used to represent the most comlimit while
monly used FR4 material at 2.4 GHz. An intermediate value
was also used to observe the effect of other
of
low-loss dielectrics. From Fig. 7, it is clear that the antenna
bandwidth increases as loss tangent is increased. This is expected since the antenna quality factor (Q)1 decreases when the
, bandwidth is only
losses in the system increase. For
1.3%. It can be observed that the spread in the impedance locus
is much larger than the spread for other values
for
of
. This clearly indicates that the potential for bandwidth
even if impedance matching is
deceases with decreasing
employed. Thus the bandwidth attained by ultraminiature embedded antennas may be partly due to the lossy nature of the
dielectric substrate on which they are printed on.
A study of the efficiency for antenna A was conducted as
function of dielectric losses. The antenna trace was modeled
using a perfect electric conductor (PEC). Antenna efficiency is
. As
increases to 0.012 and 0.02,
100% when
efficiency decreases to 71% and 58%, respectively, at 2.45 GHz.
Antenna peak gain decreases from 2.0 to 1.5 to 1.4 dBi as loss
tangent increases from 0 to 0.012 to 0.02, respectively, at 2.45
GHz.
1Bandwidth

varies inversely with Q
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Fig. 9. Geometry and position of surface-mount antenna. Design parameters
are substrate thickness = h, m = 3:75 mm, n = 5:75 mm, s = 0:5 mm,
x = 7 mm, d = 3 mm, d = 0:25 mm, p = 1:25 mm, t = 2:5 mm.

Fig. 7. Computed (a) VSWR and (b) impedance of antenna A with tan  as
the parameter.

Fig. 10. Computed VSWR data for different heights of a surface mount IFA.
Antenna is printed on FR4 substrate (" = 4:4).

copper as the conductor, the efficiencies are 42%, and 31%,
respectively. Clearly the smaller antenna (antenna B) will have
lower efficiency. Corresponding peak gain values for antennas
A and B are 1 and 0.70 dBi, respectively, for copper.

Fig. 8. Computed efficiency for different antennas with copper as the conductor
(tan  = 0:02).

The effect of conductor loss is illustrated in Fig. 8 when
is fixed. Two scenarios are considered: 1) comparing losses between PEC and copper for antenna A and 2)
comparing losses between antennas A and B (both copper). For
, efficiencies are 58% and 42% for
antenna A with
PEC and copper, respectively. Thus there is a 16% reduction
in efficiency for copper. Comparing the efficiency degradation
due to conductor and dielectric, it is clear that low-loss dielectric should be preferred. Comparing between two antennas
and with
(antennas A and B) both on FR4 with

VII. SURFACE-MOUNT ANTENNA
In some circumstances when the embedded antenna introduced in Fig. 1 cannot be used because the metal ground underneath the antenna cannot be removed, a surface-mount antenna can be used. The surface-mount antenna can be manufactured as a separate component and then placed on the PCB
as shown in Fig. 9. The Hilbert surface mount PIFA shown in
mm and measures 9 mm by 4.5 mm
Fig. 9 has
by 4 mm. This antenna has metal underneath it. Fig. 10 shows
VSWR data with the antenna height as the parameter. It is observed that
mm gives 3.7% bandwidth, 1.4 dBi peak gain,
). The operand 45% efficiency (copper trace and
ating frequency decreases and the bandwidth becomes narrow
mm (bandwidth
).
as the height decreases to
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TABLE IV
ENVELOPE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND MEG RATIO

. The latter
mutual coupling between the two antennas
can be estimated using normalized mutual resisquantity
(where
is the standard two
tance
[29], [30]. The quantity
port impedance) and
can be calculated as [1]

(6)

(7)
Fig. 11. (a) Proposed decoupled antenna pair and (b) computed S-parameters
of decoupled antenna pair.

VIII. DECOUPLED ANTENNA PAIR
It is well known that having two separate antennas (each functioning independently) over a single antenna is advantageous
since it eliminates the need for a diplexer. However, if the interantenna spacing is small, which is generally the case for mobile
terminals, the mutual coupling between the antenna elements
can be strong2. To avoid pattern degradation, mutual coupling
of approximately 20 dB or lower is generally recommended [29]–[31]. Since our proposed miniature Hilbert IFAs
occupy minimal space, we can achieve greater distance between
two antennas, which has the potential for low mutual coupling.
This was examined by computing the S-parameters of two IFAs
(antenna A) as shown in Fig. 11. The mutual coupling between
the Hilbert IFAs is less than 22 dB.
IX. DUAL PLANAR INTEGRATED INVERTED F-ANTENNA
DIVERSITY SYSTEM
In this section, we examine the feasibility of using two
Hilbert IFAs for diversity application in the 2.45 GHz band.
The quality of a diversity antenna system is measured using
of two
the envelope correlation coefficient [1], [32], [33]
signals which can be characterized by the complex correlation
[33] with
, where
coefficient
can be found from the radiation patterns of the antenna
elements and the statistics of the channel
or from the
S

2The smaller the number, the weaker the mutual coupling, the strongest being

= 0 dB.

where
and
are the and polarized electric field patterns
of the antennas on the azimuth plane and is the cross-polarization discrimination of the incident field. The asterisk denotes
complex conjugate quantities. In mobile wireless environment,
[33]. For a good diversity system, it is required that
.
We studied the performance of our miniature Hilbert IFA
under two types of diversity schemes: 1) combining/multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) diversity and 2) switched diversity. In the combining/MIMO scheme, one antenna element is
directly fed while the other is terminated with a 50 load. In the
switched diversity scheme, one antenna is fed while the other
is open-circuited. The orientation of the two antennas and the
spacing between them are as illustrated in Fig. 11(a). For either
(see Table IV), which
of these two cases we found
satisfies the condition for good diversity.
Also the mean effective gain (MEG) under both of these
schemes was calculated using (8) [29], [30]

MEG
(8)
For good diversity performance, the ratio of the MEG of the
antennas (MEG1/MEG2) should be close to unity. Computed
MEG ratios in the two diversity schemes using the Hilbert IFAs
are also listed in Table IV.
Finally the radiation patterns under the switched diversity
scheme are shown in Fig. 12. Clearly when one antenna shows
low gain performance, the other antenna compensates for it. As
isolation between the antennas is very good, we achieve very
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Fig. 12. Computed antenna gain patterns in the azimuth plane (xy plane) under
the switched diversity scheme.

similar performance while using the same structure in combining/MIMO diversity scheme.
X. CONCLUSION
A new class of miniature embedded inverted-F antennas
are introduced for operation in the 2.4–2.485 GHz WLAN
band. One of the proposed antenna on FR4 substrate (dielectric
) is only 9.2 mm by 4.1 mm and has a bandwidth
constant
of 3.5% with peak gain of 1.4 dBi. This antenna is at least 70%
smaller than a conventional embedded inverted-F antenna. A
new concept to determine the operating frequencies of Hilbert
IFAs is introduced, which uses the principle of inductance
equivalence. A detailed study of the antenna performance as
a function of substrate loss tangent and material conductivity
is presented. Finally, examples of decoupled antenna diversity
schemes are given where the isolation between antennas is
better than 20 dB.
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